Programming Practices

Programming Standards (27184,)
Terminology Standards (help,helpd,terminology;g)
Documenting NLS 9 code modifications (29105,)

Programming Support Systems

Try New Programmer’s Editing Command in NLS9 (29056,)
Procedure Template (nine,proctemplate,)
NLS9 Subsystem Grammar Template (nine,proctemplate,2)
see also: NLS9 Subsystem Grammar Template (28502,)
Library: reference manual for use of the librarian (28484,)
Library: new library reference manual (29151,)
System Index Files (27227,)
Maintenance Index Branches (28523,)
Use of Tasks (27387,)
Include (28028,)(28021,)

L10

L10 Helper (26020,)
NLS Programmers Guide -- Content Analyzers (33461,)
NLS Programmer’s Guide (34210,)
L10 (7052,)
L10 Extensions (25295,)
L10 List Documentation (25692,)
Links L10 in XNLS (22174,)
More L10 Documentation Fragments (25896,)(26313,)(25864,)
List of Known Bugs in XL10 (28527,)
Minor XL10 Language Addition (28599,)

CML/CLI -- Frontend

Frontend System Documentation (28745,)
An Introduction to the NSW Frontend (28743,)
A Guide to the CML and CLI (28744,)
CLI Implementation Memo (28184,)
A Command Meta Language for NLS (22130,)
New CML Features for NSW (25056,)
The Command Meta Language System (27266,)
FE Primitives (26151,)
Control Characters in the CLI (26891,)
Updated CML Documentation (20438,)
Stand Alone Frontend Programmer’s Guide (28451,)
Frontend Error String Conventions for 10 and 11 (28594,)
PDP-11 Frontend Error Numbers and Messages (28839,)
User Profile Data Structure Specification (28553,)
Frontend Index (28573,)

Line Processor

Line Processor Information (lp,mcs4,)

NLS Features, Subsystems and Procedures

Rough Draft of Guide to NLS System Procedures <28746,>
Change in Core procedure return results [ccopgrp, cmovgrp, crepgrp, ctrgrp, ctr]
Some L10 core routines are changed: <37726,20>
XPROCS (nls,xprocs,)
NLS 9 Subsystems (26906,)
Program Policy Guidelines (36284,)
Record Definitions

Display Area (nine,srecords,displayarea)
Viewspecs (nine,srecords,viewspecs)
Sequence Generator (nine,srecords,seqr)
NLS File System (27292,)
Procedures Changed for New File System (27755,)
Middle End (26694,)
NLS 9 Argument Conversion (27411,)
NLS Load Map Notes (nine,bconst,,)
The NLS Graphics System's Sequential Plot Language [SPL] (29013,)
The LEVLEFILTER Subsystem (39065,)
BRIEF GUIDE TO USER SUBSYSTEMS AVAILABLE IN NLS [Version 4] (39019,)

Debugging
DAD: new users guide to dad (29116,)
DAD: Do All Debugger (27487,) (26529,)
NDDT Symbolic Debugger Users' Guide (22174,)
L1011/ELF Debugging Aid (28450,)
SYSPOP -- how to find the real return address (28541,)

Measuring
Description of Command Measuring Facility (28800,)

Output Processor
Some Output Processor Programming Information (17391,)
Virtual COM Format (27680,)

Tree Meta
Tree Meta Report part 1 (14045,)
Tree Meta Report part 2 (14046,)

Loader
L10LDR (27278,)
new switch in 1101dr (28177,)

User Profile Tool
Draft User Profile User's Guide (28554,)
User Profile Data Structure Specification (28553,)

Cross Reference System (16275,)
How To Make SYSGD (17395,)

TOPS20
Some TENEX-TOPS20 Changes: Notes from a Meeting Held the Second week of December
TOPS20/TENEX Differences (nsw-sources,tops-20,)

DPS
DPS Programmers Guide [Version 2.5] (26271,)
Update 1 to DPS-10 Version 2.5 Programmer's Guide (35587,)
Update 2 to DPS-10 Version 2.5 Programmer's Guide (28503,)
DPS Implementers Guide [Version 2.5] (26282,)
DPS Version 2.5 Procedure Directory [SYSGD] (26283,)
DPS-10 Notes (26285,)
Directory to DPS Version 2.6 Source Code (28506,)
Elements of a Distributed Programming System (27250,) Also distributed as RFC

NSW
NLS Program Documentation (28983,)
Debugger Program Documentation (28982,)
Frontend Program Description (28981,)
NSW last monthly report (29160,)
The last two sections of this report contain many pointers to reports on the

MSG3
works Manager
WM Procedures (28436,)

Foreman
documents from compass
NSW Prototype Management Tools
12-Oct-76
<nsw-sources>nsw-Prototype-Mgmt-Tools.txt
Interim NSW User System
5-Oct-76
<nsw-sources>Interim-NSW-User-System.txt
Interim NSW Managers Tools
5-Oct-76
<nsw-sources>Interim-NSW-Managers-Tools.txt
Reference Documentation for NLS 8.5 (35670,)
Site Documentation Notebook Contents (36086,)
AKw Seminar Notebook Contents [Revised] (37868,)
AKw Seminar Notebook Contents (36087,)
Things to Chase Down
  Collate
  Memo on PEDIT by KJM
  Hyphenation by SKO
  FIND Statement Optimization by DIA
  (nine, code-changes,)
  L10 manual by M. Auerbach
  Portrail Generator stuff
  Sequence Generator stuff
  Sort
  JDH (7xxx,)
  Tenex File Manipulation by KJM
  XL10 Debugging aid sndmsg by DIA
  Regular DDT
  TRACE by DIA
  UNTRACE by DIA
  compiler for output processor tables
  pseudo-- the pretend telnet for nsw fe.